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Abstract - In this paper, we address the problem of run-time resource management in non-ideal multiprocessor platforms where communication happens via the Network-on-chip (NoC) approach. More precisely, we propose a system-level fault-tolerant technique for application mapping which aims at optimizing the entire system performance and communication energy consumption, while considering the occurrence of permanent, transient, and intermittent faults in the system. As the main theoretical contribution, we address the problem of spare core placement and its impact on system fault-tolerance (FT) properties. Then, we investigate several metrics and provide insight into the fault-aware resource management process for such non-ideal multiprocessor platforms. Experimental results show that our proposed resource management technique is efficient and highly scalable and significant throughput improvements can be achieved compared to the existing solutions that do not consider failures in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource utilization and system reliability are critical issues for the overall computing capability of multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) running a mix of small and large applications. This is particularly true for MPSoCs consisting of many cores that communicate via the network-on-chip (NoC) approach since any failures propagating through the computation or communication infrastructure can degrade the system performance, or even render the whole system useless. Such failures may result from imperfect manufacturing, crosstalk, electromigration, alpha particle hits, etc. and be permanent, transient, or intermittent in nature [1].

Existing fault-tolerant (FT) techniques for NoC resilience target the device, packet/data, or end-to-end transaction levels of abstraction [2]. However, there is a need to complement these approaches by handling failures at system-level and thus ensuring resiliency while maintaining the required levels of system performance. Some studies have shown that adding spare cores and wires can significantly improve the reliability, reduce the cost, and be a substitute for the burn-in process [1].

In this paper, our target NoC platform (shown in Fig. 1) is a 2-D tile-based architecture, which consists of various resources and network elements. More precisely, the resources consist of manager cores\(^1\), computational tiles (i.e. operational processors/cores) and memory tiles, while the network elements consist of routers, links, and resource-network interfaces. The role of the manager cores is to control the status of the entire system, i.e, decide on resource management and control the migration process via the platform OS [4]. For computational tiles, we assume a j-out-of-i-core model [1]; that is, the platform consists of \(i\) cores, where at least \(j\) of these \(i\) cores should be defect-free (i.e., active and reachable) cores responsible for running the application tasks in order to satisfy the performance requirements. In other words, if there exist \(k\) (permanent) faulty cores in the system due to the imperfections in manufacturing (see the ‘flash sign’ in Fig. 1), then we assign \(i-j-k\) cores as spares for application computation. The role of a spare core (‘S’ in Fig. 1) is to replace the (temporarily or intermittently) faulty cores (see ‘!’ in Fig. 1) or other unreachable cores (e.g., due to the failure of the system interconnect). Of note, some design parameters given for the model, i.e. \(i, j, k\), and \(k\), are related to the chip yield or manufacturing process [1].

1. For large-scale systems, it is suggested to integrate several distributed manager cores in the platform to perform distributed management and to avoid a single point of failure [23].

Doing effective resource management at system-level for such irregular MPSoCs with failures occurring dynamically, and minimizing the communication energy consumption while maximizing the entire system performance is a challenging task. It is obvious that the lack of regularity increases the distance among various cores; this may further incur a higher network contention on inter- or intra-application communication which may degrade the system throughput. Critical factors for causing the system degradation need to be quantified in order to handle the run-time (or dynamic) application mapping on such irregular platforms. In addition, when a transient, intermittent, or permanent failure occurs, the system must be able to isolate the failure from the offending source and mechanisms are needed in order to avoid failure propagation to the rest of the system.

Given the above considerations, our contributions in this paper are as follows:

---

Fig. 1. Non-ideal 2-D platform consisting of resources connected via a network. The resources include distributed managers, computational tiles (operational cores and spares) and memory titles with occurring permanent, transient, or intermittent faults.

\(\text{MA}\): distributed MAnager
\(\text{S}\): Spare core
\(\text{S}\): computational core/tile
\(\text{MEM}\): MEMory
\(\text{router}\): router
\(\text{links}\): links
\(\text{permanent faulty core}\): transient/intermittent faulty core

---

1. For large-scale systems, it is suggested to integrate several distributed manager cores in the platform to perform distributed management and to avoid a single point of failure [23].
• First, we explore the spare core placement problem and investigate the impact on failure propagation probability.
• Second, we investigate critical metrics for measuring the network contention and system fragmentation, as well as their impacts on system performance.
• Third, we propose and evaluate an efficient algorithm for fault-aware resource management with the goal of minimizing the communication energy consumption, while maximizing the overall system performance.

Taken together, these specific contributions improve the system-level resiliency, while optimizing the communication energy consumption and the overall system performance.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the relevant work. Section III discusses the modeling and spare core placement problems. In Section IV, we investigate several critical metrics and provide insight into the fault-aware resource management problem on irregular platforms. The problem formulation and details of the proposed FT algorithms are presented in Section V. Experimental results are presented in Section VI. We summarize our contribution in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a considerable work on online failures/errors diagnosis and detection for multiprocessor systems at micro-architecture level with low power and area overhead [11][12]. Besides this work, operating system control on NoC-based multiprocessor platforms has been proposed to support system-level fault-tolerance [8]. Other techniques for failure/error as well as thermal monitoring for NoC platforms have been proposed in [22]. More recently, Huang et al. have taken the system lifetime reliability and system lifetime into consideration at design time while dealing with the application task mapping in NoC-based MPSoCs [7]. In addition, transient failures on NoC links have also been considered under stochastic and adaptive routing schemes [2][10].

In the area of packet-based communication for MPSoCs, there exists prior work on run-time application mapping on NoCs that aims at optimizing the packet latency [23] and power/energy consumption [11][14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that explores the spare core placement problem and investigates critical metrics for run-time fault-aware resource management on non-ideal NoC platforms while applications entering and leaving the system dynamically.

III. MODELING ISSUES

A. Application Modeling

We assume that the incoming applications have been already analyzed off-line, similarly to the approach discussed in [3]. Consequently, each application is characterized and represented by a directed Application Characterization Graph $ACG = (V, E)$ (see Fig. 2(a)), where the type of each vertex $v_i$, type($v_i$), can be either ‘t’ (i.e., representing a cluster of tasks) or ‘b’ (i.e., representing a buffer or memory module). Tasks belonging to the same cluster/vertex should run on their own defect-free computational core (‘CP’), while the buffer module should be assigned to the memory tile ‘MEM’ of the NoC platform. Each directed edge $e_{ij}$ in $E$ characterizes the communication from vertex $v_i$ to vertex $v_j$, while weights $r(e_{ij})$ stand for the communication rate (i.e., bits per second) from vertex $v_i$ to vertex $v_j$.

B. Communication Energy Modeling

The communication energy consumption of the entire system is modeled using the bit energy metric [13]; then, the communication energy consumption of each application $ACG_i$ can be calculated as:

$$E_{ACG_i} = \sum_{e_{ij} \in E} r(e_{ij}) \times E_{bit}(e_{ij})$$

where $E_{bit}(e_{ij}) = (MD(e_{ij}) + 1) \times E_{Rbit} + MD(e_{ij}) \times E_{link}$. The parameter $MD(e_{ij})$ represents the Manhattan Distance between tiles where vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ are allocated to, respectively. The parameters $E_{Rbit}$ and $E_{link}$ are constants representing the energy consumed in routers (including the crossbar switch and buffers) and one unit link, while transmitting one bit of data. Therefore, the total communication energy consumption of the entire system, $E_{entire}$, from time $t = 0$ to $t = T$ can be calculated by

$$E_{entire} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{ACG_i} E_{ACG_i} \times \Delta(ACG_i, t)$$

where $\Delta(ACG_i, t) = 1$ if the application $ACG_i$ is running in the system from time $t-1$ to $t$, otherwise, $\Delta(ACG_i, t) = 0$.

In practice, applications can enter and leave the system dynamically. In addition, due to wear-out, soft errors, etc., the faults existing in the system can be transient, intermittent, or permanent, and the locations of faulty cores may change at run-time. Therefore, our goal is to find a mapping function, $map()$, for allocating the incoming application tasks to the reachable, available and fault-free cores such that i) the communication energy consumption is minimized ii) the network contention is minimized and iii)
the entire system performance is maximized. Of note, the applications execution time and their relative ordering are not known in advance, thus considering the entire system optimization during mapping is a critical challenge for solving this problem.

C. Spare Core Placement

Any fault tolerant (FT) scheme needs to show i) No single point of failure ii) No single point of repair iii) Fault detection and recovery iv) Fault isolation to the failing core v) Fault containment to prevent propagation of the failure. For the first two requirements, it is clear that since the spare cores exist, if any of the cores in the system fails, it is unlikely to bring the entire system to a complete halt. In addition, we do not need to shut down the entire system in order to replace a failed core; instead, we can simply have the state recovery scheme in each core or replace the failed core with the spare one at run-time simply have the state recovery scheme in each core or replace the entire system in order to replace a failed core; instead, we can rely on NoC-based communication. Indeed, with a good spare core placement, not only the distances between the spare and faulty cores decrease, but also the failures propagation across the rest of the system is avoided.

Assume that an incoming application (see its ACG in Fig. 2(a)) needs to be mapped onto a 6 × 6 NoC platform interconnected via a mesh network under wormhole switching and deadlock-free and minimal-path routing with virtual channels supported (default scheme as XY routing if applicable). Several spare core placement schemes are first studied here:

Case 1) Side assignment: Assign the spare cores to the side of the system (shown in Fig. 2 (b)), Case 2) Random assignment: Randomly distribute the spare cores in the system (shown in Fig. 2 (c)), and Case 3) Uniform assignment: Evenly distribute the spare cores in the system3. Of note, each tile tvi is considered to be located in the NoC at the intersection of xth row and yth column (see the x- and y- coordinates in Fig. 2(b) and (c)).

Intuitively, the distance among the active cores in Case 2 and Case 3 is higher than that in Case 1 since the system size grows by considering the spare cores; this, in turn, results in higher communication energy consumption and lower system performance. For example, it can be seen that for the incoming application in Fig. 2(b) and (c), MD(e12) = MD(e13) = 1 in Case 1, while MD(e13) = 3 in Case 2. However, when a transient fault occurs at tile t2p, the master will assign the closest spare to recover the fault. Therefore, tiles t25 and t11 are selected in these two cases which means that the distance between the faulty core and the closest spare is 5 and 2, respectively. Moreover, we define the failure contamination area (FCA) to reflect the failure propagation probability, namely the largest area resulting from the communication rerouting while replacing the faulty core with a spare. As seen in Fig. 2(a), since vertices v2, v3, and v4 undergo communication with vertex v3, the FCA in Case 1 is much higher than that in Case 2; this may further degrade the performance of some other existing application shown with black dots in the system. As shown with thick frames in Fig. 2(b) and (c), the FCA value in Cases 1 and 2 is 18 and 6, respectively. We can conclude that distributing spares at random or evenly within the system slightly increases the MD among the active cores; this may cause some communication energy consumption during the mapping process, but it maintains useful levels of fault isolation and containment compared to the scenario when spares are placed on the sides.

IV. INVESTIGATIONS INVOLVING CRITICAL METRICS

We introduce next three performance metrics that are needed in order to reach the three goals of finding the FT mapping function, map( ), as explained in Section III.B.

1. Weighted Manhattan Distance (WMD): Let vertex v1 and v2 be mapped onto tiles t18 and t4b respectively. The weighted MD between any two vertices is defined by

\[
\text{MD}(v_i, v_j) = d(e_{ij}) = {(|a-c| + |b-d|)}
\]

Based on the bit energy metric [13], it is obvious that the weighted MD is positively correlated with the communication energy consumption.

2. Link Contention Count (LCC): The link contention occurs when two communication flows eij and elq, where i ≠ k, j ≠ l, contend for the same link somewhere in the network. Such link contention can produce a significant degradation on system performance [9].

3. System Fragmentation Factor (SFF): This factor reflects the degree to which the non-contiguity of one application may affect other regions where vertices in different applications may be allocated to. The system fragmentation factor is defined as

\[
\text{SFF} = \frac{w \times h - |V| - f - s}{w \times h}
\]

where w and h are the width and the height of the minimal enclosing rectangle covering the mapping solution of ACG = (V, E), while f and s are the number of faulty cores and spares in that rectangle, respectively. Therefore, the smaller SFF value for each application on the system is a good indication of optimizing the entire system performance.

One example can be seen in Fig. 3 where two possible results (map() and map′()) are shown with solid and dotted circles, respectively. With the same ACG shown in Fig. 2(a), the WMD of vertex v1 and vertex v6 in map() is r(e16) × 2, while in map′() is r(e16) × 5. Under the XY routing used in Fig. 3, the LCC in map() for the ACG is 1 (i.e. e13 and e24 share the same link), the LCC in map′() is 5. In addition, the SFF in map() for

---

2. We note that task migration at task- and resource-level has been well studied for reduced response time [4] and proactive/reactive interrupt between processors [5] and so this is out of the scope for this paper.

3. Due to space limitations, we plot only Cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.
the ACG is 0.11 = 1/9 while that in $\text{map}'$() is 0.33 = 4/12. As seen, the larger the SFF, the more interference exists between the cores from different applications (see the dashed line in Fig. 3(b)).

Now, we evaluate the composite effect of these three metrics ($i.e., WMD, LCC, SFF$) on the average packet latency and communication energy consumption. Several ACGs are generated using the TGF package [18], where the number of vertices ranges from 5 to 15. Then, we implement three different scenarios ($i.e., Random$ mapping, $Random$ Multiple Buddy Strategy ($MBS$) [6] and Nearest Neighbor mapping on the NoC platform, details of migration explained in Section V.B. ($ACG$) leave the system dynamically (see line 02 in Fig. 5). As seen, our scheme supports multiple applications entering and leaving the system dynamically (see line 03-06 in Fig. 5, details explained in Section V.B).

V. FAULT-AWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The fault-aware resource management discussed in this paper covers $i)$ migrating tasks from faulty cores to spares at system-level (discussed in Section V.A) and $ii)$ allocating the incoming application tasks to available, reachable, and faulty-free cores, $i.e.$, $FT$ mapping (discussed in Section V.B). Before formulating the fault-aware scheme, some properties need to be defined first:

- There are two sets of cores/tiles $tmn$ on the NoC platform, namely $\{CP, MEM\}$, where all computational processing cores for running the application tasks belong to the $CP$ set and the on-chip buffer and memory titles belong to the $MEM$ set.
- For $tmn \in CP$, $s(tm)$ stands for the status of core located at $tm$, $s(tm) = -3$ if the core is assigned to be a spare, $s(tm) = -2$ if the core is permanent faulty, $s(tm) = -1$ if the core is affected by transient or intermittent faults, $s(tm) = 0$ if the core has been already assigned to some application and $s(tm) = 1$ if the core is idle/available.
- $\text{map}(tm) \rightarrow \text{map}(vtm)$ stands for a mapping function from one vertex to one core.

The fault-aware resource management framework is described in Fig. 5. With the NoC monitoring scheme [8][13], the distributed managers track the core status (line 01 in Fig. 5) and do reactive or even proactive migration if necessary (see line 02 in Fig. 5, details of migration explained in Section V.A). As seen, our scheme supports multiple applications entering and leaving the system dynamically (see line 03-06 in Fig. 5, details explained in Section V.B).

A. RUN_MIGRATION Process

Similarly to the control scheme in [8], our NoC platform includes the data and control network. The task migration procedure is given in Fig. 6.

We note the energy consumption of sending control messages in Step 1 and the $FCA$ value in Step 2 of Fig. 6 are evaluated in Section VI.B. The run-time and energy overhead of Step 3 are discussed in [4][5] based on the process response time and code sizes at task- and resource-level and is out of the scope of this work. Indeed, we consider here task migration at system-level so we focus on spare core placement, spare selection for faulty core replacement, etc. instead of showing the details of the task migration at task- and resource-level ($i.e.$, setup the interrupts in the codes for doing the migration, etc.).

B. RUN_FT_MAPPING Process

B.1. Problem Formulation

Given the current system configuration, $conf$, and the incoming application $ACG_O$

Find $\text{map}(vtm) \rightarrow \text{map}(vtm)$ \forall $vtm \in ACG_{O}$ which minimizes the Kiviat area, $i.e.$ $K(\bullet \bullet)$ corresponding to the three metrics, $WMD$, $LCC$, and $SFF$

Such that:

\[
\forall vt \in V, \text{type}(vt) = 't', \text{map}(vt) = tmn \in CP \text{ and } s(tmn) = 1
\]
Equation 5 means that each vertex should be mapped to exactly one tile and no tile can host more than one vertex. Equation 6 and Equation 7 imply that the vertices should be assigned to the correct type of resources in the system.

### VI. Experimental Results

#### A. Evaluation with Specific Patterns

In this section, we evaluate our FT mapping algorithm using a set of widely-used workloads consisting of 1) communication-intensive applications with all vertices communicating in an all-to-all fashion and 2) applications where all vertices communicate with each other through a central memory only (denoted as one-to-all communication). Several sets of applications are generated using the TGFF package [18] with the number of vertices ranging from 5 to 35 in one ACG. The communication rates are randomly generated according to some specified distributions. The sequences of incoming applications are also generated randomly.

In terms of spare cores, we consider two spare core placement scenarios: 1) Side placement, where all spares are assigned towards the sides and 2) Random placement, where spares are randomly distributed across the platform. Also, 10% of the computational cores are assumed to be permanently faulty due to the manufacturing process and randomly distributed across the platform. The uniform spare core placement scenario (Case 3 discussed in Section III.C) gives similar results to the random spare core placement. Due to space limitations, here we report only the comparison between side and random placements.

In terms of failure rate modeling for computational tiles, the fault probability of each core is calculated by enhancing the MIL-HDBK-217 model [16] (which contains failure prediction models for many types of electronic systems) with the Arrhenius model [17] which is needed to capture the relationship of failure rate to temperature, i.e.

$$
\lambda_p = A \times e^{\frac{-E}{kT}}
$$

where $E$ is the activation energy for the process (for semiconductor failure modes, $E$ is set to 0.9), $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, set to $8.6 \times 10^{-5}$, and $T$ the absolute temperature. $A$ is a constant, being calculated such that the failure rate per cycle for each core operating at useful life is $10^{-9}$ under normal core temperature, i.e. 55°C. Moreover, to make more reliable predictions for systems while running applications dynamically, we apply the temperature modeling tool, HotSpot [15], to measure the temperature of each computational core at runtime.

Of note, we assume that the probability of getting permanent failures in memory tile is zero during simulation since one reports that the memory mean-time-between-failure rates is around 700 years [20]. Also, since the on-chip memory tiles benefit from built-in-self diagnostics and repair schemes, the transient, or intermittent failure in memory tiles can also be ignored.

Table 1 shows the throughput and communication energy consumption comparison for two mapping approaches, namely 1) our proposed FT mapping (FT) and 2) Nearest Neighbor (NN) [14], an heuristic which maps vertices with higher communication as closely as possible, for NoCs of different sizes. All results are experimented from an NoC simulator using C++ language combining with the HotSpot thermal measurement.

As seen in Table 1 for the all-to-all communication, our proposed technique (FT) achieves a higher throughput and has a lower communication energy consumption compared to the NN approach, especially for larger NoC platforms. Of note, our FT approach works even better when the spares are located ran-
domly on the platform compared to the NN approach. For one-to-all communication, the system performance cannot improve much since the bottleneck is mainly due to accessing data to/from memory. Despite this, we still can achieve more communication energy savings compared to the NN approach.

**TABLE 1: THROUGHPUT AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION BETWEEN PROPOSED FT AND NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) APPROACHES FOR ALL-TO-ALL AND ONE-TO-ALL COMMUNICATION PATTERNS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>specific ACGs in different NoC size</th>
<th>spare core placement: Side</th>
<th>spare core placement: Random</th>
<th>throughput improvement (FT vs. NN)</th>
<th>comm. energy consumption savings (FT vs. NN)</th>
<th>throughput improvement (FT vs. NN)</th>
<th>comm. energy consumption savings (FT vs. NN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 × 8 all-to-all</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10 all-to-all</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Evaluation with Real Applications**

We evaluate the potential of our algorithm on several real applications, namely five benchmarks from the Embedded System Synthesis Benchmarks Suite [21], a video object plane decoder, the MPEG4 decoder, picture-in-picture, and multi-window display applications, where the last four applications include several memory modules. The ACGs of these nine applications are built through an off-line analysis; applications are randomly selected to enter and leave the system.

The Nearest Neighbor (NN) mapping approach in [14] is evaluated against our FT method. Also, the comparison of 1) the average packet latency (i.e., the time elapsed between packet generation at the source core and packet arrival at the destination core, in cycles), 2) communication energy consumption, and 3) the Kiviat area, on these approaches are given in Table 2. In each run, 5%-15% of the computational cores are assumed to be permanently faulty and randomly distributed in the system. We report the average results of running 50 runs for each mapping approach under different NoC sizes (e.g., 10 × 10 NN). We note that the range of each metric in the Kiviat graph is normalized from zero to the largest value observed in random mapping implementation. The same fault model is applied as that in Section VI.A. In addition, the overhead of the energy consumption for running our FT mapping algorithm and sending out the control messages are included in the communication energy consumption measurement.

**TABLE 2: COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) AND OUR FT MAPPING RESULTS ON THE OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NoC size</th>
<th>mapping approach</th>
<th>avg. latency</th>
<th>normalized comm. energy consumption</th>
<th>Kiviat area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 × 10</td>
<td>NN [14]</td>
<td>105.37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>NN [14]</td>
<td>191.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, our approach can obtain lower average packet latency and smaller communication energy consumption compared to the NN approach. The data of the Kiviat graph is normalized from zero to the largest value observed in random mapping implementation. The same fault model is applied as that in Section VI.A. In addition, the overhead of the energy consumption for running our FT (see Section V.B.2) and NN approaches on a 100MHz MicroBlaze processor acting as a distributed manager is, on average, 68ms and 46ms, respectively; these values are small enough to be suited for this kind of on-line optimizations.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have proposed a run-time fault-aware technique for allocating the application tasks to the available, reachable, and fault-free cores of embedded NoC platforms. By exploring a few critical metrics and their impact on the overall system behavior, we have shown several ways to decrease the distance connecting various tasks, mitigate the link contention, and avoid the system fragmentation. As shown, all these parameters have a great impact on system performance and communication energy consumption. We have also explored the spare core placement problem for improving systems reliability. Last but not least, our proposed approach can be applied to other system topologies like torus, higher dimensional platforms, or even hybrid topologies; this is left for future work.
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